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Abst ract - -By  using sufficient conditions which ensure the well conditioning of tridiagonal matrices, 
we derive numerical methods for second order singular perturbations boundary values problems. 
Under hypotheses similar to the ones usually used in the continuous theory, methods are derived 
which use constant step sizes h ~ 0(el/2). In the more general case methods with variable step sizes, 
axe defined which solve the problem with n (~ e- l )  steps. Examples on standard test problems are 
shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be interested in defining numerical methods for the problem 
~y" + 8(t)y' + c(t)y = I(t) ,  t • [a, b], 
y(a) = a, y(b) = fl, 
(1.1) 
where c is posit ive and very small.  Moreover, we shall assume that  in [a, b], c(t) and f(t) are 
continuous and, for simplicity, s(t) is differentiable. This problem has been treated by several 
authors  in the last years (see e.g., [1-9]). The behaviour of the solution depends,  of course, on 
the propert ies of the functions c(t) and s(t). There are intervals of [a,b] where the solut ions 
vary rapid ly (layers). They may be localized either at the extreme points of the interval [a, b] 
(boundary  layers) or near the roots ti of s(t), which are called turning points ( interior layers). 
Table 1, essential ly taken from [1], summarizes these facts. 
Table 1. 
s(t)~o a<t<b 
, ( t )=o  
s'(t,) ¢ 0 ,(t,) = 0 
s(t) > o 
s(O < o 
~0) < o 
c(O > o 
~(t) 
boundary layer at t = a 
boundary layer at t -- b 
boundary layers at t = a and f = b 
rapidly oscillatory solution 
changes ign (turning points) 
s'(t,) > 0 no boundary layers, 
interior layer at t, 
sl( ti ) < 0 possible boundary layers, 
no interior layer at ti 
We shall use a three point scheme and we shall look for methods which use a number of steps 
much less then e -1. 
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2. NUMERICAL  SCHEME 
Let be a = to < t l  < - "  < tn+l ---- b, hi-1 = ti - t i - t ,  and 
y"(t i)  = 
y'(t i)  = 
2(hi- ly(t i+t)  - - (hi - I -  hi - l )  y(ti) + hiy(t i-1)) 
h i - lh i (hi -1 + hi) 
{h2_ ly I t i+~) -  (h~_~ - h~)y I t , )+  h~y(t i_ l ) )  
h i - lh i (h i - t  + hi) 
+~, 
t" Ai, 
where 
6i --  
A i = 
1 
3(h i - I  -[- hi ) (h2y(3)(~l)  - -  h2-1y(3) (~?) ) '  
hi - I  hi (hi y(3)(¢?) - -  ..Fhi_ly(3)(¢?)) 
6(hi-1 + hi) 
with ~,  ¢~ • ( t i - l , t i )  and ~,  ¢~ • (ti ,t i+t). By substituting in (1.1) we obtain: 
O'i--I y(ti--1) + y(ti) + n y(ti+l) = fi + 7i, 
where 
-h i+ l (2e  - s ( t i+ l )  h i+ l )  
~i - (hi+l + hi)(2e + s(ti+l)(hi - hi+x) - c(ti+l)hi hi+l)'  
-h i - t (2e  + s(t~)h~-l) 
7"i "- (hi_ 1 -}- hi)(2e + s( t i ) (h i -1  - hi) - c(ti) hi-1 h i ) '  
- f ( t i )h i - lh i  
f i=  (2e + s(t~)(h~_l - h~) - c(t~)h~_lh,) '
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and 7/ is  the local truncation error. If 7i is neglected, we obtain the discrete problem 
O'i-1 ~/i-1 + Yi "+ 7"/ Yi+l = fi, 
Y0=a,  Yn+t =/3. 
In matrix form the problem can be written as 
Ty  =f ,  
where y =(Yl, . . .  , Yn) T, f=  (f l  - ~ro Yo, f~, . . .  , fn - r,~ Yn+l) T and 
1 7"1 
T "- °"1 • ) 
'- ~'n-I 
O'n_ 1 1 nxn 
In order to get a good numerical solution we need to choose the ~ri and ~'i so that T -1 exists 
and ]]T-I[[ is either independent on n or it grows as n or n ~. In the first case T is said to be 
well-conditioned, in the second case it is said to be weakly well-conditioned. Usually, when e is 
not very small, one takes al and ri so that T is diagonally dominant. In our case this choice would 
require us to take hi of the order of e and n of the order of e- 1 which is too expensive. Fortunately, 
this is not the only choice which makes T well-conditioned (or weakly well-conditioned). 
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3. SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS FOR THE WELL  CONDIT IONING 
Let T be the above defined matr ix  and let us pose or0 = r0 = an - vn - 0. It is known, see for 
example [10], that  a sufficient condition for the invertibility of T is 
1 
a,r,  < - .  (3.1) 
4 
In [10] the foUowing results have been proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for all i 
(1) or, n < 0 
ori + r,-1 < 1, i f  or, > O, T,--1 < 0 
(2) or, - r , - i  < 1, i f  or, > O, r , - i  > 0 
or, + r i - I  > -1 ,  i f  or, < 0, r,-1 > 0 
or, - r,_~ > - I ,  i f  ori < O, r,-1 < 0 
r, +a ,_ l  < I, i f  r, > O, or,-1 < 0 
(3) r, - or,_! < 1, i f  T, > O, 0",-1 > 0 
r, + or,-i > -1 ,  i f  T, < O, or,-I > 0 
r, -- or,_! > --1, i f  r, < O, or,-, < 0 
then T is nonsingular and well-conditioned. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that for all i 
(1) 0 < orir, < 1/4 
or, + r,_l < 1, i f  or, > O, ri-1 > 0 
(2) ori -- r , -1  < 1, i f  or, > 0, r , -1  < 0 
or, + r , - i  > -1 ,  if or, < O, r,_l < 0 
or, - r , - i  > -1 ,  i f  or, < O, r , - i  > 0 
{ r, +or i - i  < 1, i f  r, > O, or,_l > 0 
(3)  r, - or,_~ < 1, if 3", > O, ori-1 < 0 
T, + or,-I > -1 ,  i f  r, < 0, or,-I < 0 
r, - or,-i > -1 ,  if r, < O, or,_~ > 0 
then T is nonsingular and well-conditioned. 
I f  the strict inequalities in the previous theorems become equalities, the matr ix  T may become 
weakly well-conditioned (see again [10]). 
In this paper it will be more useful to consider a particular case of the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, 
that  is, the case where the or, and r, maintain a constant sign. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that for all i: 
( I )  or, and r, have a constant sign; 
(2) 
(3) 
(3') 
orir, < O, 
OF 
or, + r,_l  < 1 ( _< 1), (3.2a) 
or,-I + r, > -1  ( > -1 ) ,  (3.2b) 
~, + •-1 > -1  (>_ -1) ,  
ori_l-F'ri < 1 (_< 1). 
Then tile matrix T is well-conditioned (weakly well-conditioned). 
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
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PROOF. Let us consider T1 = J T J  where 11 /
J=  
I nx .  
T1 and T are similar. Since tr/and r/ cannot change their signs, there are only two possibilities: 
(a) tri > 0, ri < 0 and 
(b) < 0, > 0. 
In both cases, one has that either T or Tt satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. | 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that for all i: 
(1) tr~ and ri have a constant sign; 
(2) 0 < airi < 1/4; 
(3) 
+ < 1 (< 1). (3.4b) 
Then T is invertible and well-conditioned (weakly well conditioned). 
PROOF. Similar to the previous one. II 
In the following sections we shall obtain several methods just by imposing the previous con- 
ditions to be satisfied. In general it will neither be possible nor convenient to impose the same 
conditions for all steps. The set of indices N = {i}~__-11 will be subdivided in a small number of 
r .~n3-1 • subset Nj = ~]i=rnj,3 = 1 . . . .  , m where one of the required conditions for the well conditioning 
will be satisfied. In this way the matrix T will be partitioned as a block tridiagonal matrix: 
r= El " .  , (3.5) 
" .  ".. Fttl_ 1 
Em-I  Tm ,×,  
where for j = 1, . . .  , rn, Tj is tridiagonal and Ej and Fj are rank one matrices. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T be as in (3.5). If m is sma/l with respect o n and independent on n, the well 
conditioning of each block Tj implies the well conditioning ofT.  
PROOF. One proceeds by induction. For m -- 1 the result is trivial. If m > 1, then T is 
partitioned as a 2 x 2 block matrix with well-conditioned iagonal blocks. By applying the 
Sherman-Morrison formula to the blocks of T -1, it can be easily seen that T results to be well 
conditioned. Of course m must be small and independent on n, otherwise the rank one corrections 
needed to get T -1 could increase the condition number o fT  by a quantity depending on n. | 
4. CHOICE OF CONSTANT STEP  SIZE 
The first requirement that we shall impose is the denominators in (2.1) and (2.2) to be positive. 
This is not a severe restriction and it can be easily satisfied even with constant steps if c(t) and 
s(Q satisfy the widely used sufficient conditions for the continuous problem to have solutions, 
that is 
s~'(t) s'(t) (~r )2  
c(t) < 4~ + T + ~ ~" (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. For all choices of hi > 0 which maintain positive the denondnators of(2.1) and 
(2.2), it results that for i = 2, ... , n - 1, 
0"i-1 -[- Ti ~ I. 
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Moreover, if c(t) < 0 in [a,b], it results 
I~'i-~ + ril < 1. 
PROOF. 
ai - i  + rl = -- 
hi+l(2e - s(ti+x)hi+l) - hi(2e + s(ti+l)hi) 
(hi+l + hl)(2e d- s(ti+l)(hi - hi+l) - c(ti+l)hihi+l) 
(hi+l --I- hi)(2c + s(ti+l)(hi - hi+l)) 
(hi+ l + hi)(2~ + s(ti+l)(hi - hi+l) -- c(ti+l)hihi+l) ~ 1, 
since the denominator is positive. If c(t) < 0 it can be easily obtained that I~i_1 + ri] ~ 1. II 
This simple result shows that the (3.3b) is generally satisfied, while the (3.4b) is satisfied 
under the not very restrictive hypothesis c(t) < O, although this condition is more restrictive 
with respect o (4.1). The condition c(t) < 0 is indeed more frequent in the applications. The 
next result concerns the possibility to satisfy the remaining conditions with constant step sizes. 
We pose 
sit = max Is'(t)l. 
a<_t<_b 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that, for t E [a, b], k >_ O, 
(1) cCt) <_ -~; 
(2) s'(t) > -~; 
(3) h is constant and, if s'(t) > k, h < (2el(s' M - k)) 112. 
Then T is invertible and well -conditioned or weakly well conditioned. 
PROOF. Let us start with condition (3.1). For constant h the product airi becomes 
(2e  - s(ti+l)h)(2~ + s(ti)h) 
triri = 4(2e  - c(ti+l)h2)(2e - c(ti)h2)" 
By Hypothesis (1) the denominator is positive. The product is less then 1/4 if 
-2e(s'(o) + 2k) - s(ti+t)s(ti) - k2h 2 < O, 
with r/E [ti, ti+l]. If s(ti) s(ti+l) > 0 it will be always verified. If s(ti) s(ti+l) < 0, the function 
s(t) has one zero in [ti,ti+l] and then it will be 
Is(t~+l)l_ hls'(o)l, Is(t~)l_ hls'(r/)l, 
from which 
-2~(s'Cr/) + 2k) + (s'(o) 2 - k2)h 2 <_ O. 
If Is'(,7)l _< k, the previous will always be satisfied. If s~(r/) > k, it will be satisfied for 
h _< (2~/(s~ - k)) t/2. As far as the other two conditions are concerned, one has: 
(a) Case trlri > 0 for all i. Condition (3.4a) can be written as follows: 
l a i+r i - l l<_  14e-h(s(ti+i)-s(ti-1))l~-~ ~ ~-k~  = 12e - h2s'(r/) , ~-~ _ ~-~ 
with r/ E [ti-i,ti+l], which is satisfied for all positive h if Ig(t)l _< te and for h < 
(2e/(s~t - k)) 1/2 if g(t) > k. Condition (3.4b) is always satisfied, by Theorem 4.1. 
(b) Case airi < 0 for all i. Since by Hypothesis (1) c(t) <_ O, from Theorem 4.1 it follows that 
both (3.2b) and (3.3b) are satisfied. It remains to impose either (3.2a) or (3.3a), which 
implies no restriction. II 
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REMARK. Since it is advisable to have some points of the numerical solution inside the layem, 
one needs to use, at least in a neighborhood of those, small step sizes. It follows that in such 
regions it will be airi > 0. Indeed, if the layer is internal, there will be a neighborhood where 
s(t) is very small and from (2.17 and (2.2) one sees that ~riri > 0. In the case of boundary layers 
we impose that al1"t > 0 (~rn-lrn-i  > 0) and then we determine h such that al and rl(o'n-i 
and m- l )  are negative and the (3.4a) and (3.4b) are satisfied. The last two conditions become 
I~rl[ < 1 and [rll < 1 if the layer is on the left and lea_l[ < 1 and Irn_ll < 1 if the layer is on 
the right. One obtains then: 
2e (h < -2e 
h _< s(a--3' - 
5. VARIABLE STEP  SIZES 
In the case in which the constant step sizes cannot be used since the conditions tated in 
Theorem 4.1 are not satisfied, or when one desires to have more points inside the layers, it is 
possible to use variable step sizes. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let for i E N j ,a i r i  < O. Then the conditions (3.1), (3.3a) and (3.3b) are verified 
i f  hi+l is a root of the equation: 
hi~+l((l - qi)s(t i+l) - c(ti+x)qi hi) + hi+l(2e(qi - 1) - c(ti+l) qi h~) 
+ (2e + hi s(ti+l)) hi qi = 0, (5.17 
where qi - r i - i  - pi with pi >_ -1  and such that qiri-i > 0. 
PROOF. The condition (3.1) is trivially satisfied as well as the condition (3.3b), by considering 
the result of Theorem 4.1. As far as condition (3.3a) is concerned, it is equivalent to 
tri -I- ri-1 = Pi 
or, alternatively, 
o'i + qi = O. 
By substituting ~ri in (2.1) one obtains the above equation in the unknown hi+l. Note that for 
such values of h i the denominators of (2.1) and (2.2) will always be positive since qi'ri_l > O. II 
We have already mentioned that in correspondence of the layers there will be blocks 7) where 
triri > 0. In this case, if c(t) < O, we know from the results of the previous ection that it will 
be possible to use constant step sizes in these regions. Variable step sizes can also be used under 
the restriction that both (3.4a) and (3.4b) are satisfied, which in this case imply the diagonal 
dominance of ~.. 
Since the algorithm may (See Section 6) sometimes proceed backward, it is necessary to evaluate 
hi-1 f rom hi and hi+l. In this case the condition 
ri + qi - -0,  
with qi ---- tri+l - -P i ,  qitri+l > 0 will be used. This leads to the equation 
hL l ( - (1  - qi) s(ti) - c(ti)qihi) + hi-l(2e(qi - 1) - c(ti)qih~) + (2e - his(ti)) hi qi = O. 
which substitutes (5.1). 
The problem becomes more complex when c(t) >_ O. In this case indeed, in the blocks where 
~riri > 0, the conditions may not be simultaneously satisfied and the corresponding matrices Tj 
may result as ill-conditioned. This mimics what happened for the continuous problem. Indeed 
the above mentioned sufficient condition (4.1) is not very restrictive if s(t) ~ 0 in [a, b] (absence of 
internal ayers). On the contrary in a neighborhood ofa zero ors(t) with s'(t) < 0, condition (4.1) 
becomes very severe and, even if the solution exists, it is likely to consider the continuous problem 
ill-conditioned. In the discrete case, we have that if s(t) # 0 and (4.1) is satisfied, we can use 
the result of Theorem 5.1 and the matrix T will be well-conditioned even if c(t) > 0. If (4.1) 
is satisfied in the entire interval except small regions, and the solution exists, numerically we 
shall get an ill-conditioned block Tj whose dimension is much smaller then the dimension of the 
matrix T. 
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6. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
In the optimal implementation f the methods all the previous considerations have been taken 
into account. The choice between constant and variable step size has been maintained optional 
only when both can be used. In the general case the step size is varied. Although the computer 
program as well as the details will be published elsewhere, we will give here a brief description 
of them. 
We suppose, according to Table 1, to know the roots of s(t) with s'(ti) ~ 0. Let them be 
t l , . . .  ,t~, and let also be to - a and tk+l = b. Starting from ti with s~(ti) > 0 and from t0, tk+l 
if there are boundary layers, one proceeds to determine the parameter ~i and ~'i from the left and 
from the right until the t i - l ,  ti+l is reached. Of course if i = 0 or i = h + 1 one proceeds only 
on the right or on the left. 
All the test equations found in the quoted literature have been successfully tested under dif- 
ferent choices of the parameter e. For example, we consider three problems, chosen to represent 
the cases discussed above, and we show the results both with constant step size (when possible 
and convenient) and variable step size. 
2 
1.5 
. - : F - -  . . . . . .  -0.5 G-  o15 ~ ...... ; 
Figure la. (e = 10 -4, n = 200). 
EXAMPLE i .  
, , ]  
(I.~ 
(] 
-0.5 
-I 
- I .5 
-2 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
-0.5 
-I 
-1,5 
-2 
-I -0.5 0 0.5 I 
F igure  lb .  (e = 10 -4  , n - 119). 
Consider the BVP [2,6] 
~y" + ty' = -eTr2 cos (~rt) - tlrsin (~),  
y( -1 )  "- -2 ,  y(1) = O. 
- l<t<l ,  
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The problem has a turning point at t = 0. Figure la shows the numerical solution obtained by the 
proposed method with constant step size (e = 10 -4 ,  h = e t la and n = 200) and Figure lb shows 
t l l~ h the numerical solution obtained with variable step sizes (e = 10 -4 ,  hmi  n - "  ---~, ,-m~x " -  2.00 × 10 -~ 
and n = 119) .  
2 
1.5 
I 
0.5 
- - i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .^. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i - -
-I -0 .5  0 0.5  
Figare 2a. (e = 10 -4 ,  n= 141). 
2 
1.5  
] 
05 
\ 
- I  -05  0 0 .5  I 
Figure 2b. (~ = 10 -4, n = 85) .  
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the BVP [4-6] 
ey" + It3 - ~ l  y~ - y = O, 
y( -1 )  - I, y(1) -- 2, 
- I  < t < 1, 
which has turning points near the non zero roots of s(t). Figure 2a shows the numerical solution 
obtained with constant step size (e = 10 -4, h = (2@/2 and n = 141) and Figure 2b shows the 
numerical solution obtained with variable step sizes (~ = 10 -4, hmi. = (~)~/2, h,.,.x = 4 x 10 -~ 
and n = 85). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the BVP [4] 
ey" - ty~+y-O,  - l<t< I, 
y ( - l )  = 1, y(1) = 2, 
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1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
-0.5 
f J f f J f 
J 
J 
-I -0.5 0 0.5 -1 
Figure 3. (e = 10 -'1, n = 277). 
this is an ill-conditioned BVP. Figure 3 shows the numerical solution obtained with variable step 
277). sizes (e = 10 - '1, hmin = ~, hmax = 1.41 x 10 -~ and  n = 
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